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Introduction
- Search platforms like Google, Tripadvisor and Booking.com assist consumers with

their online search.

- Using big data techniques on e.g. previous search data (and possibly purchases),
they have (imperfect) information on consumer preferences

- They can use this information to create their individualized rankings

- In addition to organic slots, these platforms also sell sponsored slots to firms who
are bidding to acquire these slots

- Consumers not only type keywords that are relevant for their inquiry, they also
decide how to search on the platform (e.g., they may skip the sponsored positions)

- After clicking a link, consumers still have to inspect the product to determine whether
there is a good enough fit
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Questions
- How do search platforms use their information to create rankings?

- In particular, how does the creation of “sponsored positions” affect the informational
content of “sponsored” and “organic positions”?

- How do sponsored positions affect the social welfare generated by the platform?
- “We expect that advertising funded search engines will be inherently biased towards the

advertisers and away from the needs of the consumers.”
- Quote from Google founders Brin and Page believed to come from a paper they wrote

in 1998 before Google became so prominent

- How do the incentives of platforms change under competition, i.e., if they have to
provide a certain minimum utility?

- How do platforms’ different revenue models affect the presentation of search
results?
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Basic Set-up
- Large number of firms with differentiated products
- Consumers search to discover their match value, similar to Wolinsky (1986) and

Anderson and Renault (1999). No “match/no match” assumption
- Search platform gets a signal (“match score”) of the match between consumer and

firm that is positively affiliated with the true match value and commits to an
algorithm to rank alternatives

- We compare the optimal rankings in case platform has “sponsored positions” and when
it has not

- When there are sponsored auctions, the platform cares about the revenue from them
- When there are no sponsored positions/auctions, the platform either maximizes

consumer surplus or the probability of a sale
- In the baseline model, prices are fixed, firms have no information about match

values and bid to get the sponsored slot
- Consumers engage in optimal sequential search, given their expectations about the

usefulness of the ranking (and possibly learning from previous observation)
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Overview of Main Results I
In baseline model with sponsored auctions:

- Platform gives sponsored slot to the highest bidder and in case of a tie allocates the
slot to the bidders with the highest match score

- Platform uniformly obfuscates the organic slots so that locations of organic slots do
not convey any information to consumers

- Firms all bid the same amount incorporating the fact that winning signals they have
highest match score

- Consumers find it optimal to start their search at the sponsored link
If platform has to provide minimum utility, result continues to hold with ranking
providing the minimum amount of information necessary for consumer to use it. Similar
result holds when firms (and not the platform) have private information about match
scores

- Firm with highest match score makes highest bid
- Platform infers information on match scores from highest bid
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Overview of Main Results II

If without sponsored positions,
- Platform cares about consumer welfare, then creating sponsored positions,

(obviously) is bad for consumers

- Platform care about the probability of making a sale (as it gets a commission), then
creating sponsored positions, is good for consumers as it creates valuable
information (and lower expected search cost)

- Without sponsored positions, the platform will obfuscate as much as possible (given
possible constraints)

Overall, obfuscation plays different roles: (i) it makes sponsored position more valuable,
but (and (ii)) it can also be used to maximize the probability of a sale
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Related Literature I
Empirical papers showing that personalised rankings affect consumer choices and may
have positive welfare effects

- Ghose et al. (2014), Ursu (2018) and Donnelly et al. (2022) only consider organic
slots and do not study the effects of search platforms selling their top position.

Position auctions take into account that the value of a position depends on how
consumers search

- Athey and Ellison (2011), Chen and He (2011), Eliaz and Spiegler (2011),
De Corniere (2016) and Ke et al. (2022)

- Our paper focuses on how search platforms use their information to create
rankings, focusing on sponsored and organic links

Papers studying market effects where firms’ prices are endogenized
- Anderson and Renault (2021), Motta and Penta (2022)
- Consider pricing effects, either because there is finite number of firms (and

match/no match) or search order is exogenous
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Related Literature II

Steering with some naive or inattentive consumers
- Bar-Isaac and Shelegia (2022) and Heidhues et al. (2020)

Influencing Search
- Teh and Wright (2022) and Janssen and Williams (2022)
- Only top rank is important, either because consumers only search one firm or

because influencer gives one recommendation
Obfuscation within multi-product firm

- Nocke and Rey (2022)
- How firm uses information about probability of a match to create a ranking to

maximize sales
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Baseline Model: Building on Wolinsky (1986)

Players


- Large, finite number of risk neutral firms
- Mass of consumers each with unit demand
- A platform

Match
Values



- Platform’s information is summarized by vector Ú = (Ú1, . . . ,Ún) ∈Ê
of scores where Úi is signal of consumer’s match value with firm i .

- Scores are IID across firms according to distribution F .
- Consumer’s match values v = (v1, . . . ,vn) are independent across

firms with match value vi drawn from the distribution G(vi |Úi ).
- Higher scores indicate “good news” in that G(·|Úi ) has likelihood

ratio dominance over G(·|Ú′i ) if Úi ≥ Ú′i .

Search


- A consumer must pay a search cost s > 0 to learn the match value

of a good before making a purchase.
- Ex ante reservation price is unique value r̄ solving
s =

∫
�

∫ v̄
r̄
(1−G(vi |Úi ))dvdF(Úi ).
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Auctioning Sponsored Slots
In case the platform organizes an auction for the sponsored (first) position,

- Platform’s objective is to maximize revenues from the auction

- Firm i submit bids bi with b = (b1, . . . ,bn) ∈ B

- Given bids and scores, platform’s algorithm determines which firm wins the
sponsored position and how remaining firms are arranged in organic positions.
Apart from ranking, platform can also use other signals (bold, first page)

- An algorithm is function a : B ×Ê × Z → X , where z ∈ Z is a randomization device
and X is the set of firm permutations

- Let An be the set of algorithms in the game with n firms

- Platform organizes an adjusted second-price auction where the winner of the
auction pays the smallest of the second-highest bid and their own bid
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Baseline Model: The Game with sponsored position auction

Timing
1. Nature determines the match scores and match values for the platforms and

consumers
2. The platform chooses (is committed to) a ranking algorithm, ranking all firms
3. Not knowing their match scores, firms bid to win the organic slot. (Prices are

exogeneously given by p)
4. The platform announces the ranking
5. Consumers begin their search with an outside option of 0

Solution Concept
- Symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibria
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Preliminary Results for Baseline Model

1. As firms do not have private information, in equilibrium they all make the same bid.
- Platform has incentive to allocate sponsored position to the firm with the highest

match score

- Winning the auction is good news for the firm as it reveals that it has the highest
match score

2. Consumers will find it optimal to start their search at the sponsored slot
- Given the auction rules and the fact that match scores and values are affiliated, the

sponsored position is the position that is most likely occupied by the firm with the
highest match value

- Minimize search cost
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Definitions

Definition 1
A sequence of algorithms {an }n∈� is asymptotically optimal if for every sequence
{a ′n }n∈� and × > 0 there exists an n∗ such that n ≥ n∗ implies Í(an)+ × >Í(a ′n), where
Í(a) denotes the platform’s expected profit when the consumer and firms play the
platform’s preferred equilibrium of the subgame following the selection of a .

Definition 2
An algorithm a ∈ An exhibits uniform obfuscation if, given the equilibrium bids, (i) the
firm with the highest realized signal is awarded the sponsored slot and (ii) the remaining
firms are assigned to the first n −1 organic slots with uniform probability.
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First Main Result
Proposition 1
There is a sequence of uniformly obfuscating algorithms that is asymptotically optimal.

- Platform wants to make sure winning firm gets maximal profits
- In an auction they will bid these profits to get the sponsored position
- Platform wants to maximize the probability the consumer buys from the winning firm.
- It can do so by making it the least attractive for consumers to continue to search.

Uniform obfuscation achieves this as consumers cannot infer any information about
match values from their position.

- Firms’ bids reflect the fact that winning contains positive information about their
match score

- If ranking is informative, consumer may learn from observed match values about
match values at firms not yet visited and may return to previously visited firms. We
use results from social learning (Mossel et al., 2020) to show that if the number of
firms is large learning (and return demand) is minimal
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If platforms have to provide a certain minimum utility
Competition between platforms may imply a platform has to provide a minimum utility

¯
u

for consumers to use it.
Definition 3
An algorithm a ∈ An exhibits maximal uniform obfuscation if, given

¯
u and the

equilibrium bids, (i) the firm with the highest realized signal is awarded the sponsored slot
and (ii) the first k organic slots are assigned with uniform probability to the firms with
the highest match scores such that searching among them gives a utility of at least

¯
u .

Corollary
There is a sequence of maximally uniformly obfuscating algorithms that is asymptotically
optimal.

- Platform is restricted in its choice of algorithms, but it wants to choose an algorithm
such that the constraint of

¯
u is binding

- In this way it (again) maximizes the probability the consumer buys from the winning
firm by making it the least attractive for consumers to continue to search.
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Firms have private Information I

Consider that firms (and not the platform) have private information about match values
- Each firm receives a signal Ú about their match quality.
- Consider the platform assigns the sponsored slot in a second-price auction and uses

a uniform obfuscation algorithm over all organic slots.

Lemma
If n is sufficiently large, the equilibrium bid of a bidder with match score Ú satisfies

Ô(Ú) = �Ú−i

[
á(1,Ú)|Ú̄j = Ú

]
− 1
n −1

n¼
m=2

�Ú−i

[
á(m ,Ú)|Ú̄j = Ú

]
,

where Ú̄j is the highest match score of all firms j , i and á(m ,Ú) is the expected profit a
firm with match score Ú makes in spot m .
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Firms have private Information II

Private information at firm level does not change main result:

Proposition 2
If n is sufficiently large, the second-price auction with uniform obfuscation is
asymptotically optimal.

- Bids reveal types and bidder with highest Ú wins auction
- Platform infers each firm’s Ú, but does not use it to allocate organic slots, thereby

creating stronger incentives for firms to win sponsored auction
- revenue the same as when platform would have information itself
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Example showing result does not hold with few firms I

- Suppose there are three slots k ∈ {1,2,3} and three firms j ∈ {A ,B ,C }
- Each box j has a match value vj ∈ {l ,m ,h } with the distribution G .
- Platform commits to assigning firm with highest signal (w.l.o.g. firm A) to slot 1.
- Consumer clearly starts with slot 1 and buys from firm A (immediately or later) if

and only if

vA ≥max
[
min(v2,r2),min(v3,r3)

]
, (1)

where rk is match value that consumer would accept instead of opening firm in slot
k

- Consider how (1) depends on the platform’s algorithm.
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Example showing result does not hold with few firms II

- Consider how (1) depends on the platform’s algorithm.
- Uniform obfuscation: Platform assigns firms 2 and 3 to slots 2 and 3 independently

signal. Assume parameters such that rk = h and (1) reduces to vA ≥max
[
v2,v3

]
.

- Some ranking algorithm: Platform’s ranking such that slot 2 is likely occupied by firm (2
or 3) for which the platform has received better signal and that parameters are such
that r2 = h and r3 =m . Thus,

max
[
min(v2,r2),min(v3,r3)

]
≤max

[
v2,v3

]
. (2)

- Under uniform obfuscation, set of events in which consumer picks A is strict subset
of all events in which consumer picks A under ranking algorithm.

- Firms may pay less for sponsored slot under uniform obfuscation algorithm
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No sponsored positions and platform is social planner

We now want to ask whether the situation without sponsored positions would create
more social surplus. For this we need to specify what platform’s objective is if it does not
make money from auctioning the sponsored slot.

First, consider that platform maximizes social surplus (minimizes expected search cost)

Result
Platform ranking reveals the ranking of match scores of all firms.

- Obviously, if this is counterfactual objective, then having sponsored positions
reduces social welfare

- Maybe this is what Google founders had in mind?
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No sponsored positions, platform maximizes commission fees I
Next, consider platform maximizes fees from commissions (in our symmetric framework
equivalent to maximizing probability of a sale)

- Suppose consumer has outside option o

- Platform endogenously chooses k ”premium” slots and signal them to consumers
(e.g., by making them bold or put them on first page)

Proposition 3
If ex ante a consumer prefers to randomly inspect a firm from a set of k alternatives
above the outside option, then they will only choose the outside option after having
inspected all k firms.

- We show that for every l < k firms a consumer has inspected, they either buy from
one of these l firms or wants to continue searching

- A bad draw from the set, is good news about the remaining values
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No sponsored positions, Platform maximizes commission fees II
Let Ko be the largest set of firms such that a consumer with outside option o prefers to
randomly inspect a firm from this set to the outside option

- Independent of o , Ko contains the firms with the highest match scores

Proposition 4
If platform maximizes sales commission fees only, then there exists a large enough n
such that the platform obfuscates over Ko .

- Obfuscation is used here to maximize the probability of a sale (up to the constraint
that the consumer wants to inspect the ”premium” slots). Uniform obfuscation
minimizes consumer surplus as consumers can always mimic it by randomizing

Conjecture
If platform maximizes sales commission fees, then the presence of a sponsored slot
strictly increases consumer surplus.
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Conclusion
- Preliminary results on how search platform uses information to allocate slots

- Building on Wolinsky (1986), we find that platform allocates sponsored position to
firm with best match score (despite people possibly thinking, they provide less info
as they are bought) but to maximize profits it obfuscates the organic slots

- Obfuscation is a powerful instrument: it maximizes the probability of a sale and it
minimizes the attractiveness of not continuing to search after visiting the sponsored
slot

- How this affects consumer welfare depends on platform’s “other” objectives
- Obviously, if “other” objective is to maximize social welfare, then having sponsored

positions reduces social welfare
- If “other” objective is to maximize fees from commissions, then with a sponsored

position at least the “top” spot is revealing estimated best alternative

- Model could (should?) be extended in different directions, e.g.,
- Endogenize pricing decisions (feasible using Janssen and Williams (2022))
- Auctioning multiple slots
- What is effect of platform having better knowledge?
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End
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